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**Synopsis**

Bestselling certification author and CompTIA training expert Mike Meyers updates his CompTIA Network+ Certification Passport to give you concise, focused coverage of the new N10-006 exam. In Mike Meyers’ CompTIA Network+ Certification Passport, Fifth Edition, the #1 name in professional certification provides you with an intensive focus only on what you need to know to pass CompTIA Network+ Exam N10-006. The Passport series provides an accelerated review and exam preparation for CompTIA Network+ candidates. In addition, Mike Meyers guides you on your career path, providing expert tips and sound advice along the way. CompTIA reviewed and approved: CAQC (CompTIA Authorized Quality Curriculum)

Electronic content includes Total Seminar’s Total Tester exam simulator with 200+ practice exam questions, a new collection of Mike’s favorite shareware and freeware networking tools and utilities, and a PDF copy of the book.

Includes a 10% discount voucher coupon for any CompTIA exam, a $27 value

**INSIDE THE BOOK:**
- Itineraries—List of official exam objectives covered
- ETAs—Amount of time needed to complete each lesson
- Travel Advisories—Expert advice on critical topics
- Local Lingo—Concise definitions of key terms and concepts
- Travel Assistance—Recommended resources for more information
- Exam Tips—Common exam pitfalls and solutions
- Checkpoints—End-of-chapter questions, answers, and explanations
- Career Flight Path—Information on the exam and possible next steps
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Customer Reviews

Spend the extra $12 and buy Mike Meyers' Network+ All-In-One Exam Guide. While this book is okay and will probably help you pass, his all-in-one guides are much more comprehensive and geared more towards people with limited experience. Also, the all-in-one guides include several practice exams, access to the online simulations and videos, as well as a .pdf of the book, which are extremely helpful in preparing for the CompTIA exams. (Access to the exams and simulations alone will cost you $125 on the TotalSem website, so it’s actually a very good value.) This book includes access to just a few of the simulations and videos. To offer a comparison and a little bit of background, for the A+ exams, I used the Exam Cram (Pearson Certification) guide for my first A+ exam, and Mike Meyers’ A+ All-In-One Exam Guide for the second A+ exam. Even though I passed both on the first attempt, I did better using the Mike Meyers book, which is much more comprehensive. Also, he really does an excellent job of explaining things so that you truly understand them, rather than focusing on memorization. I purchased the Network+ Exam Cram guide and the Mike Meyers Passport for Network+ at the same time that I bought my A+ study materials, but if I could do it over again I would purchase just the All-In-One guides.

Overall, probably a pretty good book, however there are a lot of mistakes. Most are just sentences repeated twice in the same paragraph or a tip in the wrong section. Some terms that are on the exam are not addressed at all in the book. I went to both his website and publisher’s website, but there are no corrections on this book in the errata section.

Been using this book in a class I teach for years; written well for the beginner, but advanced users would probably want more.

Good info and the cd-rom wwas helpful.

the discount code did not work even though the book was new... who used it? i dont know.